


35. Partner 4 (ISPA, Italy) organised the COST 835 Mycotoxin Cluster Meeting held in Bari (Italy), April 12-13, 2002. The meeting was entitled "Biological and sustainable means for prevention of toxigenic fungi and improvement of food safety and quality". Several members of RAFBCA team were invited speakers:

- Strasser, H. Needs for a successful registration of Beauveria as a BCA.
- Butt, T. An overview on risk assessment of fungal biocontrol agents
- Défago, G., M. Ahonsi, D. Ruegg, E. Schläpfer, A. Michel, R. Tabacchi, S. Vogelgsang, M. Maurhofer. Towards the biocontrol of bindweeds with toxigenic fungi
- Défago, G. Mycotoxins inhibit the expression of key biocontrol genes